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Abstract Gross primary productivity (GPP) is a major

component of carbon exchange between the atmosphere

and terrestrial ecosystems and a key component of the

terrestrial carbon cycle. Because of the large spatial het-

erogeneity and temporal dynamics of ecosystems, it is a

challenge to estimate GPP accurately at global or regional

scales. The 8-day MODerate resolution Imaging Spectro-

radiometer (MODIS) GPP product provides a near real

time estimate of global GPP. However, previous studies

indicated that MODIS GPP has large uncertainties, partly

caused by biases in parameterization and forcing data. In

this study, MODIS GPP was validated using GPP derived

from the eddy covariance flux measurements at five typical

forest sites in East Asia. The validation indicated that

MODIS GPP was seriously underestimated in these for-

est ecosystems of East Asia, especially at northern

sites. With observed meteorological data, fraction of

photosynthetically active radiation absorbed by the plant

canopy (fPAR) calculated using smoothed MODIS leaf

area index, and optimized maximum light use efficiency

(emax) to force the MOD17 algorithm, the agreement

between predicted GPP and tower-based GPP was signifi-

cantly improved. The errors of MODIS GPP in these forest

ecosystems of East Asia were mainly caused by uncer-

tainties in emax, followed by those in fPAR and meteoro-

logical data. The separation of canopy into sunlit and

shaded leaves, for which GPP is individually calculated,

can improve GPP simulation significantly.

Keywords Forest ecosystem �Gross primary productivity �
Maximum light use efficiency �MODIS GPP � Sunlit/shaded

leaves

Introduction

The terrestrial carbon cycle is an important component of

the global carbon cycle. It is crucial for reliably predicting
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future atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration and

climate changes and for understanding the interactions

between the atmosphere and biosphere (Li et al. 2008).

Gross primary productivity (GPP) of terrestrial ecosystems

is a critical component of the terrestrial carbon cycle (Yang

et al. 2007). It is an indicator for quantitatively describing

the productivity of ecosystems. Quantitative estimates of

the spatial and temporal distribution of GPP at regional or

global scales are important for understanding the response

of ecosystems to increases in atmospheric CO2 and tem-

perature and are thus central to policy-relevant decisions

(Metz et al. 2006).

It is a challenge to estimate regional/global GPP reli-

ably. Recently, remote sensing has been used as an effec-

tive tool for estimating GPP for the global land surface.

Since February 2000, data from the MODerate resolution

Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) has been used to

provide global GPP at a resolution of 1 km and an 8-day

interval, which is known as MOD17 in the MODIS land

products (Zhao and Running 2006). The method for cal-

culating MODIS GPP is the MOD17 algorithm, which

calculates GPP as the product of absorbed photosyntheti-

cally active radiation (APAR), prescribed maximum light

use efficiency (emax) for each land cover type, and scalars

of temperature and vapor pressure deficit (VPD). APAR is

calculated as the product of incoming photosynthetically

active radiation (PAR) and the fraction of photosynthetic

active radiation (fPAR) estimated from remote sensing

data. Many validations show that MODIS GPP has some

errors (Baldocchi et al. 2001; Turner et al. 2003, 2005;

Leuning et al. 2005; Zhao et al. 2005; Zhao and Running

2006; Nightingale et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2008).

The errors of MODIS GPP are partly caused by uncer-

tainties in input data. Zhao et al. (2005) pointed out that the

underestimation of VPD may lead to the overestimation of

GPP, and the largest uncertainties in GPP exist in the

tropical regions. The underestimation of VPD interpolated

from the Data Assimilation Office (DAO) meteorological

data and exclusion of soil moisture effects in the MOD17

algorithm could be responsible for the errors of MODIS

GPP across the United States (Baldocchi et al. 2001;

Turner et al. 2003; Heinsch et al. 2006). Nightingale et al.

(2007) declared that MODIS GPP might be consistently

overestimated in drought regions. Leuning et al. (2005)

confirmed that errors in APAR could be the major

explainer for the errors in MODIS GPP. In the MOD17

algorithm, fPAR is calculated from MODIS leaf area index

(LAI), which might have some uncertainties. Running et al.

(2004) indicated that MODIS LAI tends to be overesti-

mated at a coniferous forest site in Finland. Hill et al.

(2006) pointed out that MODIS LAI is quite poor in some

coastal and highland forests in Eastern and Western Aus-

tralia due to clouds and poor retrieval of reflectance. It was

generally overestimated in dry and wet seasons in a tropical

savanna in the Northern Territory of Australia (Kanniah

et al. 2009). Zhang et al. (2008) found that MOD17 GPP

was underestimated in typical cropland and alpine meadow

ecosystems in China, partly owing to the underestimation

of MODIS LAI. Maximum light use efficiency (emax) is a

key parameter for MODIS GPP calculation and assigned

according to land cover types. Zhang et al. (2008) indicated

that the underestimation of emax is the main reason for the

considerable underestimation of GPP calculated using the

MOD17 algorithm in two biomes in China, especially at a

cropland site. Running et al. (2004) pointed out that the

most significant limitation of the MOD17 algorithm is the

improper parameterization of light use efficiency.

In the MOD17 algorithm, GPP is calculated by treating

the whole canopy as a big leaf. However, many studies

have indicated that the big-leaf method would induce large

errors in modeled results because the quantum response of

leaf photosynthesis is non-linear and the photosynthetic

active radiation (PAR) intercepted by the sunlit leaves in

the canopy is significantly different from that intercepted

by shaded leaves (Wang and Leuning 1998; Chen et al.

1999). Shaded leaves can receive only diffused PAR and

their photosynthesis is mostly limited by low PAR. In

contrast, sunlit leaves can intercept both direct and diffused

PAR and their photosynthesis is often PAR saturated. It is

now generally realized that PAR intercepted by the canopy

must be separated into direct and diffused components for

better calculation of canopy GPP since diffused PAR

would have greater light use efficiency than direct PAR.

Shaded leaves would intercept greater PAR per leaf area

and have increased photosynthesis rates with the increase

of diffused PAR (Gu et al. 2002; Oliphant et al. 2011).

Studies have demonstrated that two-leaf models perform

better than big-leaf models in calculating canopy carbon

sequestration by separating the canopy into sunlit and

shaded leaves, for which GPP is calculated individually

(Norman 1993; De Pury and Farquhar 1997; Wang and

Leuning 1998; Chen et al. 1999).

The main objectives of this study are: (1) to evaluate the

MOD17 GPP product at five typical forest ecosystems in

East Asia using tower-based GPP, and (2) to identify the

possible way to improve GPP calculated using the MOD17

algorithm and MODIS LAI data.

Method and data

Method

To fulfill the goals of this study, the MODIS GPP was

first validated using tower-based GPP, which we refer to

as GPP_FLUX hereafter. Then, locally measured
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meteorological data, fPAR calculated using smoothed

MODIS LAI, and calibrated emax were individually or

simultaneously used to drive the MOD17 algorithm. Cal-

culated GPP was compared with GPP_FLUX to identify

the possible causes of errors in MODIS GPP. Finally, the

ability of a new algorithm to improve GPP estimation was

also investigated, one which separates the canopy into

sunlit and shaded leaf groups to calculate GPP using the

MOD17 algorithm.

Data

GPP_FLUX used to evaluate simulated GPP was derived

from net ecosystem exchange (NEE) measured at five

typical forest ecosystems in East Asia, including Changbai

Mountain pine and broadleaf mixed forest site (CBS) (Yu

et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006a), Qianyanzhou planted

coniferous forest site (QYZ) (Yu et al. 2006; Zhang et al.

2006b), Dinghushan South Subtropical evergreen broad-

leaved forest site (DHS) (Yu et al. 2006; Zhang et al.

2006b), Tomakomai Japanese larch forest site (TMK)

(Hirata et al. 2007), and Takayama deciduous broadleaf

forest site (TKY) (Saigusa et al. 2005). Site characteristics

of these flux towers are listed in Table S1. Half-hourly GPP

was calculated from half-hourly measured NEE using the

method of Chinaflux (Fu et al. 2006; Yu et al. 2006) and

summed to 8-day totals. Meteorological data measured

every 30 min at the tower sites, including PAR, air tem-

perature (Ta), and VPD, were averaged or summed to

produce daily values to force the MOD 17 algorithm.

The 1 km 8-day MODIS GPP and LAI products used here

were downloaded from the Land Processes-Distributed

Active Archive Center (LPDAAC) (http://lpdacc.usgs.gov/).

MODIS Reprojection Tools (MRT) was used to project

MOD15 and MOD17 products into an UTM/WGS 84 pro-

jection. In order to remove residual cloud contamination, the

annual time series of downloaded MODIS LAI was smoothed

using the locally adjusted cubic-spline capping (LACC)

method (Chen et al. 2006).

In order to assess the effects of parameter calibration

and the sunlit and shaded leaf separation approach on

simulated regional GPP, the daily reanalysis meteorologi-

cal data in 2003 over the region of East Asia

(17.00–60.00�N, 65.00–150.00�E) were downloaded from

the US National Centers for Environmental Prediction

(NCEP) and interpolated to a spatial resolution of 1 km to

drive the MOD17 algorithm (Zhang et al. 2012).

The MOD17 algorithm

The MOD17 algorithm calculates GPP as the product of

light use efficiency and APAR (Running et al. 2004).

Parameterization of this algorithm was implemented

following Sala et al. (2000). Light use efficiency is

downscaled from the prescribed biome-specific emax with

the consideration of the effects of minimum temperature

and VPD on GPP. APAR is calculated from MODIS LAI

(Heinsch et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2008).

GPP calculated using a sunlit and shaded leaves

separation approach

In order to consider differences in APAR and light use

efficiency of sunlit and shaded leaves, canopy GPP is

calculated as:

GPP ¼ emax sunlitf ðVPDÞf ðTa minÞAPARsun

þ emax shadedf ðVPDÞf ðTa minÞAPARshaded ð1Þ

where emax_sunlit and emax_shaded are the maximum light use

efficiency of sunlit and shaded leaves and were calibrated

using GPP_FLUX. APARsun and APARshaded are PAR

absorbed by sunlit and shaded leaves and computed as:

APARsun ¼ ½ð1� aÞPARdir cosðbÞ= cosðhÞ
þ PARshaded�LAIsunlit ð2Þ

APARshaded ¼ ð1� aÞ½ðPARdif � PARdif underÞ
=LAIþ C�LAIshaded ð3Þ

where PARdif and PARdir are the direct and diffused

components of incoming PAR, respectively; PARdif_under is

the diffused PAR under the canopy; C denotes the multiple

scattering of the direct PAR (Chen et al. 1999); a is the

albedo of the canopy; LAIsunlit and LAIshaded are the sunlit

and shaded leaf area index and determined according to

total LAI, clumping index, and solar zenith angle (Chen

et al. 1999).

PARdir equals total PAR minus PARdif, which was deter-

mined according to sky clearness index (Chen et al. 1999):

PARdif ¼
PARð0:7527þ 3:8453R� 16:316R2

þ18:962R3 � 7:0802R4Þ R\0:8

0:13PAR R� 0:8

8
><

>:

ð4Þ

where PAR is the total incoming PAR, equal to 50 % of

incoming solar radiation (Sg); R is the sky clearness index

and calculated as:

R ¼ Sg=ðS0 cos hÞ ð5Þ

where S0 is the solar constant (1367 W m-2) and h is the

solar zenith angle.

Simulation experiments

Four site-level simulations were conducted in this study

(Table 1). Simulation I was designed to assess the impact

of uncertainties in meteorological data on GPP calculation,
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and the resultant GPP was named as GPP_REV1. Simu-

lation II was to investigate the effect of removing residual

cloud contamination in MODIS LAI on GPP calculation,

and the resultant GPP was named as GPP_REV2. Simulation

III was designed to investigate the effect of emax parameter-

ization on GPP calculation. The parameter emax was cali-

brated through maximizing the determination coefficient of

GPP estimated using locally measured meteorological data

and smoothed LAI. The resultant GPP was named as

GPP_REV3. In simulation IV, the canopy was stratified into

sunlit and shaded leaves, for each of them GPP was separately

calculated using calibrated locally measured meteorological

data, smoothed MODIS LAI, and calibrated emax of each leaf

group. The goal of this simulation was to explore the possi-

bility of improving GPP calculation using a sunlit and shaded

leaf separation approach.

Similarly, three regional simulations were also con-

ducted to investigate the effects of emax calibration using

tower-measured GPP and the sunlit and shaded leaf sepa-

ration approach on regional GPP calculations over East

Asia (17.0–60.0�N, 65.0–150.0�E) (Table 1).

Results

Evaluation of MODIS GPP

Figure 1 shows MODIS GPP (GPP_MODIS) and

GPP_FLUX at five study sites. They exhibited very similar

seasonal variations. However, GPP_MODIS was lower

than GPP_FLUX in the growing seasons at all sites. The

underestimation of GPP_MODIS was more obvious at the

CBS, TMK and TKY sites than at the QYZ and DHS sites.

At CBS, GPP_MODIS was systematically lower than

GPP_FLUX in the growing seasons. In non-growing sea-

sons, by late October, GPP_MODIS approached zero while

GPP_FLUX remained at low values (Fig. 1a). The annual

means of 8-day GPP_MODIS were underestimated by 72.2

and 70.6 % in 2003 and 2004, respectively. The R2 values

for the correlation between 8-day GPP_MODIS and

GPP_FLUX were 0.91 and 0.96, and the corresponding

RMSE values were 3.98 and 3.77 g C m-2 d-1 in these

2 years (Table S2).

At QYZ, GPP_MODIS showed similar seasonality, but

larger fluctuations compared with GPP_FLUX. This site

was hit by an abnormal high temperature and drought in the

summer of 2003, causing carbon sequestration to decrease

considerably from DOY 177 to 225 (Sun et al. 2006)

(Fig. 1b). However, GPP_MODIS failed to respond to this

climatic abnormality. The R2 values of 8-day GPP_MODIS

against GPP_FLUX were 0.72 and 0.67 in 2003 and 2004,

respectively. The corresponding RMSE values were 1.99

and 2.51 g C m-2 d-1. The annual means of GPP_MODIS

were underestimated by 34.04 and 46.97 % in 2003 and

2004, respectively (Table S2).

At DHS, GPP_MODIS was slightly underestimated

before summer and overestimated after summer in 2003. It

was overestimated in winter and early spring and obviously

underestimated in the period from late spring to autumn in

2004 (Fig. 1c). The agreement between GPP_MODIS and

GPP_FLUX was quite poor, with the R2 values of 0.37 and

0.19 and RMSE values of 2.12 and 1.70 g C m-2 d-1 in

2003 and 2004, respectively (Table S2). The annual means

of GPP_MODIS were 6.08 and 16.52 % lower than those

of GPP_FLUX in two study years.

At TMK, GPP_FLUX increased rapidly in early May, and

peaked in early June and then declined gradually. In contrast,

GPP_MODIS fluctuated marginally around 3.0 g C

m-2 d-1 during this period (Fig. 1d). The annual means of

GPP_MODIS were only 34.75–44.98 % of the GPP_FLUX

values in years from 2001 to 2003. The R2 values of 8-day

GPP_MODIS against GPP_FLUX were 0.60, 0.62, 0.68, and

the corresponding RMSE values were 4.49, 3.31, 4.80 g C

m-2 d-1 in three study years (Table S2).

At TKY, MODIS_GPP increased much faster than

GPP_FLUX in early spring and then remained

Table 1 Description of four site-level and three regional-level simulations made in this study

Meteorological data fPAR emax Output

Site-level

Simulation I Observed meteorological data Estimated from MODIS LAI Default GPP_REV1

Simulation II Observed meteorological data Estimated from smoothed MODIS LAI Default GPP_REV2

Simulation III Observed meteorological data Estimated from smoothed MODIS LAI Optimum emax GPP_REV3

Simulation IV Observed meteorological data Estimated from smoothed MODIS LAI

for sunlit and shaded leaves

Optimum emax for sunlit

and shaded leaves

GPP_REV4

Regional-level

Simulation II Interpolated NCEP data Estimated from smoothed MODIS LAI Default GPP_R_S1

Simulation III Interpolated NCEP data Estimated from smoothed MODIS LAI Optimum emax GPP_R_S2

Simulation IV Interpolated NCEP data Estimated from smoothed MODIS LAI

for sunlit and shaded leaves

Optimum emax for sunlit

and shaded leaves

GPP_R_S3
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Fig. 1 Time series of 8-day estimated from EC (GPP_FLUX), 8-day

MODIS GPP (MODIS GPP), 8-day GPP simulated using the MOD17

algorithm with the calibrated emax (GPP_MOD3), and 8-day GPP

simulated by separation of sunlit and shaded leaves with the MOD17

algorithm (GPP_MOD4) at CBS (a), QYZ (b), DHS (c), TMK (d) and

TKY (e) of East Asia

J For Res (2013) 18:31–40 35
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approximately at 3.0 g C m-2 d-1 in summer and early

autumn. It started to decline later than GPP_FLUX in the

middle of autumn. The annual means of 8-day GPP_MO-

DIS were 11.5–30.5 % lower than the values of

GPP_FLUX from 2004 to 2006. The R2 values of

GPP_MODIS against GPP_FLUX were 0.51, 0.41, and 0.50

and the RMSE values were 1.78, 2.19, 2.26 g C m-2 d-1 in

three study years (Table S2).

GPP calculated using observed meteorological data

The application of measured meteorological data to drive

the MOD17 algorithm obviously improved the agreement

between simulated GPP and GPP_FLUX (Fig. 1; Table

S2). The underestimation of GPP_MODIS in the growing

seasons was significantly corrected at CBS, TMK and

TKY. At QYZ, GPP_REV1 showed a noticeable decline

similar to GPP_FLUX during the hot and drought period in

the middle of summer of 2003. The improvement on cal-

culated GPP through using observed meteorological data

was more significant at CBS, TKY and TMK than at QYZ

and DHS, indicating that the errors of GPP_MODIS caused

by input DAO meteorological data are larger at the

northern sites than at the southern sites.

GPP calculated using observed meteorological data

and smoothed MODIS LAI

Smoothing MODIS LAI can improve the agreement

between simulated GPP (GPP_REV2) and GPP_FLUX at

all sites. The improvement of GPP_REV2 over GPP_REV1

was moderate at CBS and QYZ and significant at DHS,

TMK, and TKY (Fig. 1; Table S1). At DHS, the R2 values

of GPP_REV2 against GPP_FLUX were 0.51 and 0.56 in

2003 and 2004, respectively, significantly higher than the

GPP_REV1 values of 0.35 and 0.34. At TMK, the R2

values of GPP_REV2 reached 0.94, 0.87 and 0.95 in 2001,

2002 and 2003, respectively, while the corresponding

values of GPP_REV1 were only 0.69, 0.60 and 0.73. At

TKY, the R2 values of GPP_REV2 were 0.84, 0.81, and

0.80 in 2004, 2005 and 2006, respectively, 0.09, 0.18, and

0.20 higher than the corresponding values of GPP_REV1.

The RMSE values of GPP_REV2 were smaller than the

corresponding values of GPP_REV1 at all sites.

GPP calculated using observed meteorological data,

smoothed MODIS LAI, and calibrated emax

The calibration of emax significantly corrects the underes-

timation of calculated GPP (GPP_REV3) at CBS, QYZ,

and TMK. At CBS, the annual means of GPP_REV2 were

underestimated by 60.35 and 61.84 % in 2003 and 2004,

respectively. These numbers of GPP_REV3 decreased to

21.28 and 20.80 %. At QYZ, the annual means of

GPP_REV3 were 20.21 and 19.71 % lower than

GPP_FLUX in 2003 and 2004, respectively, while these

corresponding values of GPP_REV2 were 46.67 and

46.33 %. At TMK, GPP_REV2 were 38.58–49.73 % lower

than GPP_FLUX. The underestimation of GPP_REV3 here

ranged from 17.83 to 21.88 %. The RMSE values of

GPP_REV3 were obviously lower than the values of

GPP_REV2 at CBS, QYZ, DHS, and TMK.

Compared with default emax used in the MOD17 algo-

rithm, calibrated emax is significantly higher at CBS, QYZ

and TMK and lower at DHS and TKY (Table 2). Cali-

brated emax exhibited considerable interannual variations at

CBS, DHS, TMK and TKY. At CBS, calibrated emax was

2.116 g C MJ-1 in 2003 and 2.216 g C MJ-1 in 2004

while it was only 0.744 g C MJ-1 at TKY. The consider-

able spatial and temporal variations of calibrated emax

indicate that only changes of emax with land cover types in

the MOD17 algorithm are sometimes questionable.

GPP calculated using the sunlit and shaded leaf

separation approach

GPP_REV3 still exhibited distinguishable departures from

GPP_FLUX (Fig. 1). When GPP_FLUX was high,

GPP_REV3 was mostly higher than GPP_FLUX, espe-

cially in late spring and summer. In contrast, when

GPP_FLUX was low due to low PAR, GPP_REV3 was

lower than GPP_FLUX. With GPP (GPP_REV4) calcu-

lated using the sunlit and shaded leaf separation app-

roach, these biases were substantially corrected (Fig. 1).

GPP_REV4 significantly outperformed GPP_REV3 at all

sites.

The R2 values of GPP_REV4 were above 0.93 at CBS,

QYZ, and TMK, ranging from 0.83 to 0.87 at TKY and

from 0.51 to 0.52 at DHS (Table S2). Annual mean

GPP_REV4 was very close to GPP_FLUX at TMK and

TKY and still underestimated by 9.8–17.21 % at the other

three sites, but to a lesser degree than GPP_REV3. The

RMSE values of GPP_REV4 ranged from 0.88 to

1.24 g C m-2 d-1, significantly smaller than the corre-

sponding values of GPP_REV3 at all sits. Calibrated

emax_shaded was significantly higher than emax_sunlit.

Discussion

The MOD17 algorithm calculates GPP with prescribed

emax, the DAO meteorological data, and the MODIS fPAR

product (MOD15A2). The parameters were determined

using the BIOME-BGC model. They change only with land

cover types and do not vary with space or time (Heinsch

et al. 2003). Previous studies indicated that the accuracy of
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GPP calculated using the MOD17 algorithm vary with

temporal scales, regions, and land cover types, possibly

related to uncertainties in input data and parameterization

and also to some limitations of the algorithm (Heinsch

et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2008; Hashimoto et al. 2012). At

five forest sites in East Asia, GPP_MODIS showed sys-

tematic underestimation, possibly due to insufficient cali-

bration of the key parameter emax in this region. With

observed meteorological data, smoothed LAI, and cali-

brated emax, the quality of calculated GPP was significantly

improved, indicating the applicably of the MOD17 algo-

rithm in estimating regional GPP in East Asia.

Nevertheless, the departure of GPP_REV3 from tower-

based GPP indicates that the MOD17 algorithm can be

further refined. Both soil moisture and VPD affect stomata

conductance and photosynthesis. Soil moisture can influ-

ence GPP even more significantly than VPD because

photosynthesis is closely coupled with water supply to the

leaves from the soil (Leuning et al. 2005), while VPD

represents mostly the degree of atmospheric demand for

water. In the MOD17 algorithm, only VPD is used to

describe the effect of water supply on photosynthesis. Soil

dryness and atmospheric dryness do not always concur-

rently occur. The stress factor of VPD is unable to repre-

sent the impact of soil dryness on photosynthesis.

Excluding soil moisture stress factor avoids the require-

ment for soil moisture simulation and might cause the

overestimation of GPP when soil moisture content is

extremely low. In monsoon East Asia, the interannual and

seasonal variability of precipitation is considerable. Severe

seasonal droughts frequently hit the terrestrial ecosystems

here, so it is necessary to add a stress factor of soil moisture

in the MOD17 algorithm to improve GPP simulation.

Several previous studies have incorporated the soil water

availability into light use efficiency models based on sim-

ulated soil moisture (Potter et al. 1993; Turner et al. 2006)

or remotely sensed land surface wetness index (Xiao et al.

2004a, b). The applicability of such algorithms in the

MOD17 algorithm needs further exploration.

In the MOD17 algorithm, fPAR is derived from LAI.

The errors in LAI will propagate into calculated fPAR and

GPP. In southern and coastal areas, abundant cloud con-

taminations cause remotely sensed LAI to fluctuate unre-

alistically. Smoothing methods, such as LACC, can

effectively remove short fluctuations of remotely sensed

LAI but are unable to function well if cloud contamination

lasts for several consecutive composite dates. For example,

GPP_REV3 and GPP_REV4 were still obviously lower

than GPP_FLUX during DOY 50–100 in 2003 and DOY

160–200 in 2004 at DHS, but to a lesser degree than

GPP_MODIS, GPP_REV1 and GPP_REV2. During these

periods, MODIS LAI was consecutively affected by clouds

in this location. In addition, smoothing LAI is unable to

correct the systematic bias of remotely sensed LAI. For

example, at QYZ, fPAR calculated using smoothed

MODIS LAI was systematically lower than the fPAR

estimated from PAR observed at the top and bottom of the

canopy in the whole year of 2003 and in most times of

2004 (not shown here). The systematical errors of annual

GPP caused by the systematic biases of fPAR can be

partially offset through tuning emax. However, this method

might result in seasonal discrepancies between measured

and simulated GPP. The seasonal bias of MODIS LAI

might be the contributor to the obviously faster increases of

calculated GPP than GPP_FLUX in spring at TMK and

TKY. Improving the retrieval of LAI from remote sensing

data and assimilating remotely sensed LAI into the model

will further improve GPP calculations using the MOD17

algorithm.

Many studies have demonstrated some vegetation

indexes able to effectively estimate GPP and light use

efficiency, such as enhanced vegetation index (Hute et al.

2002; Hashimoto et al. 2012) and photochemical reflec-

tance index (Nakaji et al. 2007). Hashimoto et al. (2012)

found out that EVI alone was able to track seasonal vari-

ations in tower-estimated GPP at 21 globally distributed

forest sites while MODIS LAI is the best predictor of

annual flux-tower GPP. Xiao et al. (2004a, b) assumed EVI

equal to fPAR in the VPM model. This strategy takes

advantage of EVI’s insensitivity to atmospheric noise and

eliminates the need to calculate fPAR from MODIS LAI,

which might contain some uncertainties. The applications

Table 2 The comparison of emax used in the MOD 17 algorithm with calibrated emax at 5 sites in East Asia

Site Years Default

emax

(g C/MJ)

Calibrated

emax

(g C/MJ)

Calibrated

emax_sunlit

(g C/MJ)

Calibrated

emax_shaded

(g C/MJ)

Site Years Default

emax

(g C/MJ)

Calibrated

emax

(g C/MJ)

Calibrated

emax_sunlit

(g C/MJ)

Calibrated

emax_shaded

(g C/MJ)

CBS 2003 1.116 2.116 1.000 4.900 TMK 2001 1.103 1.703 0.400 1.500

2004 2.216 1.100 4.800 2002 1.303 0.400 1.800

QYZ 2003 1.008 1.508 0.800 3.200 2003 1.703 0.400 1.900

2004 1.508 0.800 3.20 TKY 2004 1.044 0.744 0.800 3.600

DHS 2003 1.259 0.859 0.400 1.700 2005 0.944 0.600 2.900

2004 0.959 0.400 1.800 2006 0.944 0.800 3.900
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of such vegetation indexes in light use efficiency models

provide ways to improve GPP calculation data.

Calibrated emax differs greatly from the default values

used in the MOD17 algorithm. It varies significantly in

different sites and years. In the MOD17 algorithm, this

parameter is assumed to change only with vegetation types.

This simplification for this key parameter might prevent the

model from correctly reproducing measured GPP at some

sites. In this study, this parameter was calibrated with the

assumption that the fPAR was correctly calculated. In

reality, there are certain uncertainties in fPAR estimated

from MODIS LAI. In the future, fPAR should first be

correctly calculated. Then emax can be calibrated and the

mechanism underlying the variations of this parameter can

be explored. A method to describe the variations of this

parameter can then be developed.

The sunlit and shaded leaf separation approach developed

here greatly improve GPP simulation due to the proper con-

sideration of different light use efficiency of sunlit and shaded

leaves. This new approach alleviated the underestimation of

GPP when the sky clearness index was low and the alleviated

the overestimation of GPP when the sky clearness index was

high (Fig. 2). Under a clear sky, direct PAR accounts for a

large fraction of incoming PAR. Sunlit leaves frequently

absorb large amounts of PAR above the light saturation point

and have low light use efficiency. In contrast, shaded leaves

have opportunities to absorb only diffused PAR. Their pho-

tosynthesis is normally limited by low PAR and will linearly

increase with the increase in APAR, resulting in higher light

use efficiency than sunlit leaves. This is confirmed by the

different emax values of sunlit and shaded leaves (Table 2).

When the sky clearness index is low, incoming PAR consists

mainly of diffused PAR. The fraction of PAR intercepted by

shaded leaves, then, will be high. GPP_REV4 will be higher

than GPP_REV3 since the emax value of shaded leaves is

higher than the emax value for the whole canopy (Table 2).

When the sky clearness index is high, incoming PAR consists

mainly of direct PAR, so the fraction of PAR intercepted by

sunlit leaves will be high. GPP_REV4 will then be lower than

GPP_REV3 since the emax value of sunlit leaves is lower than

the emax value for the whole canopy (Table 2). Compared

with GPP_REV3, GPP_REV4 showed much smaller biases

with changing sky clearness index (Fig. 2).

The proper separation of incoming PAR into the direct

and diffused components is important for the calculation of

GPP using the sunlit and shaded leaf separation approach.

In this study, the empirical algorithm developed by Chen

et al. (1999) was directly used to partition direct and dif-

fused PAR. The applicability of this empirical algorithm in

East Asia needs further investigation. The new approach

improved GPP calculation at different sites and under

different conditions of sky clearness. However, it still tends

to underestimate GPP when sky clearness index is low and

tends to overestimate GPP when sky clearness index is

high (Fig. 2), possibly related to its current assumption that

emax does not change with time and intercepted PAR.

Regional GPP of forests over East Asia in 2003 was

calculated using the MOD17 algorithm in conjunction with

interpolated NCEP meteorological data, smoothed MODIS

LAI, and emax values with and without calibration, and the

sunlit and shaded leaf separation approach (Figure S1). The

calibration of emax with tower-based GPP caused total

simulated GPP of forests in the study region of East Asia to

decrease by 5.5 %, mainly due to a value of calibrated emax

much smaller than the default value used in the MOD17

algorithm for evergreen forests, which account for a large

fraction of forests in the study region and have high pro-

ductivity. Total GPP of forests using the simulated sunlit

and shaded leaf separation approach was 9.8 % larger than

the value simulated using the MOD17 algorithm. Com-

pared to the MOD17 algorithm, the new approach pro-

duced larger GPP in coastal areas and smaller GPP in other

areas.

Summary

In this study, tower-based GPP was used to evaluate GPP

calculated using the MOD17 algorithm at five forest eco-

systems of East Asia. Possible factors causing uncertainties

in calculated GPP and potential ways for improving

MODIS GPP were analyzed. The following conclusions

can be drawn from this study:

(1) GPP_MODIS was systematically underestimated at

the CBS, TMK, TKY, and QYZ sites, while it showed

random departures from measured GPP at the DHS site.

The significant discrepancies between GPP calculated

using the MOD17 algorithm and measurements are mainly

caused by emax, followed by fPAR and meteorological data.

The default emax values used in the MOD17 algorithm

caused systematic negative biases in calculated GPP at all

sites, implying the necessity of calibrating this parameter

using tower-based GPP in various ecosystems of East Asia.

(2) With observed meteorological data, fPAR calculated

using smoothed LAI, and calibrated emax, GPP predicted

using the MOD17 algorithm, showed satisfying agreement

with measured GPP, indicating that the MOD17 GPP

algorithm is applicable for calculating GPP of forest eco-

systems in East Asia. Calibrated emax shows considerable

variation across different sites and in different years. The

development of algorithms to determine this parameter

from remote sensing data will definitely further improve

the calculation of GPP.

(3) The separation of canopy into sunlit and shaded

leaves for individually calculating GPP greatly improved

GPP calculation at all five study sites, reducing the

38 J For Res (2013) 18:31–40
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overestimation of GPP under clear sky conditions and the

underestimation of GPP under cloudy sky conditions. This

algorithm keeps the merit of simplicity of the light use

efficiency models and captures variations in photosynthetic

mechanisms of different leaves responding to APAR. Of

course, the applicability and robustness of this algorithm in

other areas and ecosystems need further investigation.
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